Spatially unresolved targets, such as vehicles, reflect a radiance spectrum that is more complicated than the simple linear mixing of target and background material spectra.
INTRODUCTION
Detection of spatially unresolved targets in cluttered scenes is an inherently complicated problem. Subpixel targets are detectable through spectral processing methods for multi and hyperspectral systems. Detection is possible only if the abundance of the target class within a pixel is sufficient to characteristically alter the spectrum of that pixel through linear mixing with the background class. Linear mixing is simply a weighted spectral superposition [1] .
In certain cases it is an oversimplification to consider the subpixel detection task exclusively as a linear unmixing problem that is independent of viewing geometry. Targets such as vehicles have complex three-dimensional structures and are comprised of multiple materials with widely varying Bi-Directional Reflectance Functions (BRDF). The apparent spectra for these unresolved targets are weighted mixtures of the various material spectra found on a hypothetical vehicle target class and are dependent on vehicle geometry and orientation, not solely illumination and observation locations.
Shadows and glints are likely present, which are strongly dependent on illumination conditions and vehicle geometry/orientation. Glint and shadow are factors that are also a function of the target vehicles rotational orientation, or pose.
The apparent spectrum of an unresolved, three-dimensional, asymmetric target is not simply a mixing function of the target and background spectra, but a complex interaction between a target's unique reflectance and geometric properties and changing target orientation, illumination angle, and observation angle. While it is straightforward to create a lookup table (LUT) consisting of the apparent spectrum of a target from every possible view, illumination, and target orientation, producing such a table is computationally intensive and inefficient for creating complex scenes involving many such targets. A solution to this issue is to define the Tri-Directional Reflectance Distribution Function (TRDF) of a target class, based on these three major geometric parameters. The TRDF may be thought of as a way to introduce increased specificity to spectral unmixing when a priori information of target type, illumination condition, or observer orientation is available. In other words, knowledge of the TRDF has potential to augment traditional subpixel target detection algorithms by providing a better means to estimate the expected apparent spectrum of targets of interest when something about the targets or the collection scenario is understood.
In this paper, the concept of TRDF is explored by rendering a typical semi-truck and a small passenger car in numerous illumination, viewing, and orientation angle combinations. Section 2 describes the process of generating the simulated renderings used to coarsely approximate the TRDF and discusses metrics developed to aid with analysis. Section 3 presents results achieved through the simulation process and discusses those results through the identification and analysis of trends observed in the TRDF. Section 4 concludes the paper by suggesting probable avenues for supplementary future work and the generalized potential usefulness of the TRDF in target detection applications.
TRDF SIMULATION METHODOLOGY
The Digital Imaging and Remote Sensing Image Generation (DIRSIG) model was developed at The Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) and is used in this paper to produce many simulated at-aperture radiance images of a semi-truck and a two-door hatchback passenger car against a sand background with varying illumination, viewing, and orientation angle combinations [2] . MODTRAN was used to propagate radiance through the atmosphere [3] . There were 6 viewer, 7 solar illumination, and 12 vehicle orientation geometries used, resulting in 504 simulations for each target class. Expressed as zenith and East Vehicle orientations, expressed as degrees EoN, went from 0 to 330 in 30 degree increments. Both vehicles were attributed with white paint, glass windows, bare aluminum, and rubber where appropriate. The computer-aided design (CAD) geometries were obtained online at 3D CAD Browser and the materials were obtained from the standard ASTER spectral library or spectra measured at RIT [4, 5] . Figure 1 includes examples of several simulations that illustrate the changing, vehicle pose, observer, and solar geometries that define the TRDF space. Truck and car simulations were run such that the total ground sampling distance (GSD) of the scene was 100 meters, which is considered to be the instantaneous field of view (IFOV) for a notional sensor. To conduct TRDF analysis, this sensor IFOV must be oversampled by DIRSIG at a finer simulation IFOV to sufficiently resolve the target CAD geometries. A resolution study was conducted to identify the largest simulation IFOV at which to run DIRSIG without missing detail in the CAD geometries. The methodology is based on minimizing error in the spatially integrated scene radiance spectra. As the spatial resolution becomes finer, the spectral radiance difference the between the finest resolution simulation and the second finest simulation decreases. Resolutions of 0.50 and 0.25 meters with 4x4 or greater adaptive ray subsampling were decided upon for the truck and car cases, respectively. Adaptive subsampling in DIRSIG refers to tracing multiple rays per pixel element. In the case of 4x4 pixel subsampling, a minimum of 16 rays are traced per pixel element. If there is convergence in the computed radiance for these rays, then processing stops. If there is not convergence, processing continues.
Code was developed to ingest and process the simulation data for analysis. Data processing involved spatially integrating the simulation into one pixel at the sensor GSD of 100 meters. Now, the integrated spectra at different wavelengths are representative of what a real sensor at this GSD would see. The background and target pixels, including the target and geometry-dependent glints and shadows, have mixed linearly. For the sake of simplicity, in this paper the simulations were spectrally integrated into a single band roughly covering the silicon response, from 0.4 to 1.1 microns. Spectral factors are important and will be investigated in future papers.
Analysis consisted of plotting the in-band radiance for each different viewing geometry, for each illumination geometry, and for each target type and orientation. Because the targets are small relative to the sensor GSD, the integrated radiance does not change significantly between simulations, making visual analysis difficult. To remedy this, target-absent, background-only simulations were generated for all the same viewer and solar geometries as were previously run. This allows for background subtraction, which makes the target-induced changes to radiance more obvious. Equation 1 shows the background subtraction process, which involves pixel-by-pixel subtraction (at the simulation resolution) of the background-only simulation, B, from the targetpresent simulation, T .
Spatial summation occurs over the GSD of the sensor, adding the individual super-resolved pixels at the finer simulation GSD. The result is a single, background-subtracted spectrum for a given TRDF scenario. After background subtraction, the contribution of the background material spectra should be nearly zero. Solar reflections off the brightly painted vehicles results in positive subtracted-radiance contributions. Shadows cast by the vehicle will result in negative subtracted-radiance contributions. In the case where a vehicle is less reflective than the background in a given band, the vehicle and its shadows may both contribute towards negative subtracted-radiance.
It is unrealistic to have nearly perfect knowledge of the background in a real-world remote sensing application. However, this is the main advantage of using a simulation environment such as DIRSIG for initial TRDF analysis [2] . An exact copy of the background allows its effects to be isolated from the complicated effects of the target vehicle. In backgroundsubtracted space target radiance spectra are positive and/or negative carriers capable of modulating any possible background spectrum through superposition.
To develop a normalized means for comparing different TRDF scenarios, the contrast ratio metric was devised. Contrast ratio builds on background subtraction and is the ratio of the background subtracted radiance in current TRDF scenario x (solar geometry), y (viewer geometry), z (target orientation), to the background subtracted radiance in the nadir sun, nadir viewer geometry. Equation 2 shows the computation to take target-present and background-only nadir reference spectra (T nadir,nadir,n/a and B nadir,nadir,n/a ) and the spectra for the current TRDF case (T x,y,z and B x,y,z ) and arrive at contrast ratio, cr x,y,z . Contrast ratio is still a spectral function, defined at each wavelength or band at which the simulation was run. Note that vehicle orientation is not applicable in the nadir sun, nadir viewer scenario. In that configuration, rotation of the vehicle has a negligible effect on target-present radiance, since shadows are not visible and the same vehicle profile (the top surface) is identically represented at every rotation.
Results and analysis follow in Sections 3. In these sections, contrast ratio will be used to describe the relative amount of signal received under different TRDF scenarios. It is therefore crucial that the meaning of contrast ratio is understood. A contrast ratio of 2 indicates that the backgroundsubtracted radiance in a given TRDF scenario is twice as large in magnitude as the background subtracted radiance in the nadir sun and nadir viewer case. A situation like this can arise when strong glints are received from a target vehicle's paint or windows. Changing contrast ratio sign indicates the point at which a given scenario becomes relatively larger or smaller in radiance than the nadir/nadir reference case.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
(a) Orientation data.
(b) Orientation theory. 0 azimuth position. The error bars represent ±1 standard deviation, with the variation coming from the differnt solar illumination cases. A pseudo-sinusoidal form is evident and is explained by considering the vehicle geometry. The roof and sides along the length of the semi-truck's trailer are large and flat relative to the front and back of the vehicle. It follows that the largest magnitude signal, or contrast ratio, is expected when the surfaces with the potential to reflect the most light are positioned such that solar glint is directed towards the observing sensor. Specular glint is possible from the smaller front and rear surfaces of the vehicle as well. However, those surfaces are of smaller area than the trailer sides, resulting in a reduced radiance-area product and less signal. The car data is similar to that of the truck, though with lower contrast ratio magnitude. The reduction in magnitude is due to more contoured geometry of the car, which results in less specular reflection towards the sensor relative to the flat-sided truck. Note that the sign of the car contrast ratio is opposite to that of the truck. This is a result of the denominator of Equation 2 going negative in the case of the car. The dark windows of the car, in addition to a more curved roof, result in an overall darker scene than background only in the nadir-nadir reference cases. Figure 2b illustrates an example scenario that maximizes signal. Signal maximization is accomplished by orienting the largest, flattest surface of the target such the solar azimuth and observer azimuth, relative to the normal of that surface, are equal in magnitude. This is simply a restatement of the law of reflection. Consider Equation 3, where θ glint is computed relative to the surface normal of the vehicle's largest and flattest side. Note that angles are expressed in degrees EoN.
In Figure 2b the observer is represented by an image of a camera. In the Figure, the observer was placed at the same azimuth as the reflected glint to illustrate one of the possible glint scenarios. It is equally possible that the observer azimuth be more than 180
• offset from that of the sun. In this situation, |θ sun − θ obs | ≥ 180
• , shadows may be a more significant factor than glint. As such, Equation 3 represents θ shadow when |θ sun − θ obs | ≥ 180
• and θ glint when |θ sun − θ obs | < 180
• . Figure 2a conveys Figure 3 plots mean in-band contrast ratios against changing solar zenith angles for the truck and car. The observer is nadir in this plot. The error bars represent ±1 standard deviation from the mean contrast ratio, with the variation coming from changing target orientation. Note again the sign reversal in the contrast ratio, which is due to the denominator of Equation 2 going negative for the car target. As in Figure 2a , the absolute magnitude of the car contrast ratio is reduced compared to the truck. This is a function of the relatively larger size and flatness of the truck geometry. As expected, when the sun is nadir, as the observer is in this case, the contrast ratio is one. The largest magnitude contrast ratios occur at 15 o declination, when glints from the vehicles top and side reflect towards the observer. This effect decreases and the sun goes lower in the sky, causing the specular component of reflected light to miss the observer. The sign of the contrast ratio changes at larger solar zenith where long shadows (negative contrast) begin to dominate over glints (positive contrast).
Analysis in this paper is rudimentary and only investigates TRDF along two of many possible dimensions spanned by the function. However, clear behavioral patterns are evident. These patterns are related to zenith, azimuthal, and target pose angles and are potentially modeled using simple functions. Target geometry determines the amount these simple angledependent functions modulate the contrast ratio. If the target has many large, flat surfaces, such as the semi-truck, the effect of changing pose, viewer, or solar angles will be greater. The relatively smaller and rounder car was less affected by changing scenarios. Patterns like these indicate that a simple, parametrized TRDF model is likely possible.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In traditional linear unmixing, spatially unresolved targets are treated as a superposition of the target and background reflectance spectra. After atmospheric compensation, BRDFs may be used to more accurately retrieve material reflectance from measured radiance. While this approach has proven effective, targets such as vehicles have complex three-dimensional forms that may cast shadows onto the background, reflect specular glint towards a sensor, or experience other higher-order phenomena. Subpixel target detection may be improved by considering these effects, which indicate that for three-dimensional objects nonmaterial spectral endmembers must also be unmixed, namely shadow and glint.
Knowledge of the TRDF for a given target allows the proportion of these nontarget/nonbackground endmembers to be estimated, providing a priori information of the observer, illumination, or vehicle orientation is available. Therefore, the target detection task may be supplemented when a TRDF and some knowledge of the collection scenario are available. This paper has begun to probe the effects viewer position, illumination position, and target pose have on measured radiance. In future papers, TRDF will be integrated into subpixel target detection methodologies to evaluate its effect on algorithm performance.
If TRDFs prove to be a valuable asset for target detection applications, a vast number of potential target TRDFs will be required for the approach to have generalized applicability. Building a large library of TRDFs for every possible target represents a difficult and ponderous task. It is more reasonable to follow the paradigm set by BRDF researchers [6, 7] . That path involves developing parametrized models for TRDFs. Parametrized models allow for rapid TRDF approximations for many targets and reduce the need for exhaustive measurement or simulation of numerous targets for LUT construction.
